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Low-lying nonrotational states of even-even deforzed nuolei are 
treated as two-quasipartiole or collective vibrational state.'1-41. 
Within the microscopic approach in the random-phase approxiaation 
· (RP.A) states '>.fi. are cal~ulated with fixed JDU.ltipolar1tiea у-~~ к 
and the nшвЪеr of roota ~ of the aecular equation equala the DШDЪer 
of two-quasiparticle neutron and proton states. ~he first ezcited 

. ... + + ( '•1) К •21 and o2-states are collective 'f- and 1 -nbrational 
sta~es, further ( i. •2, ), 4, ••• ) there ocour sl1&ht17 oollective ata
tes, end t1nally, collective states tormtцi giant reaonances. !he 

·- wave function is а superposition ot two-quasiparticle particle-hole 
coщponents. Тhе wave function of the f'irst collective ~tates contains 
the large nwвber ot two-quasipi!Xticl~ coшponents. Bowever, оЩ а 
8JIIall part of' the арасе of twc>-quasiparticle atatea ia taken into con
aideration. 

.А aore ezaot deacription ot the nonrotational states of defor
med nuclei is given Ьу the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear aodel (QPJIII) 

/5, 61. Тhе model wave tunction ia there written ае а aum of' one- and 
two-phonon componenta, end the Pauli principle 1& uaotly ~aken into 
account in the two-phonon components: .Аа ia ahown u/6/, the f'irst 
ezcited state. with а f'ixed Кт -value is collective (the contriЬution 
of the one-phonon state with i •1 exceeds 80-9~)~ the contriЬution 
to the wave functions of the second, third, and other statea from the 

. . /6/ 
one-phonon oomponents with ' •2,· ), ••• ezoeeds ~. In ret. the 
conclusion is n:ade that the collective two-phor.on states ahould not 
exist 1n deformed·nuclei that is contirmed Ь" the experimental data. 
.According to new ezperimental data/7/, the atate I..- •4+ 2.0) МеУ in 
16~r earlier specif'ied Ъу К•4 and interpreted tnfB,9/ as а two-pho
non atate has К=О and is not а two-phonon atate. 

In ·recent years · а lot of' calculationa has Ъееn lll&de w1.thin the 
inte~cting Ъoson model (IВU)/tO/. In that model the statea Kw •О+ 

2 

:(. 

and 2+ are described with the help of their approximate classifica
tion/9' 11 ' 121 in terms of the numbers пр of /' - and n1 of У -vi bra-' 
ti.onal phonons. For the first Kr: 2~ r-vibrational states h~ =1, for 
the second 2~ Л1=1 and n~ ~1 1 etc., whereas for the first excited 
К"- =О~ ~ -vibrational states nl' =1, for о; ny =2, f ()r О~ . np =2, and 
so оп. In IBM the states 2~ and О~ ·have almost the same two-quasipar
ticle components as the one-phonon r- and ~ -vibrational states in 
RPA. The microscopic description of r- and f -vibrational states in 
IВМ and QPNМ is siШilar. А drawback of the phenomenological IBM is 
that i t cannot us_e the experimental data from ( dp) and ( d t) reactions 
оп the quasiparticle structure of phonons. 

There is а strong distinction in the descrip tion of the struc
ture of some states of even-even deformed nuclei in IВЬ) and in QPNM . 

. 1Т"+ + + + + " In IBM the wave funct~ons of К =22 , 2
3

, ••• , о 3 , о4 , ••• 42 , ••• con~ 

sist of components n,. =2, 1'1,11 =2, rlr =·1 , and11f1 and have no tvю-quasi
particle or one-phonon components, while in QPNЪ! these functions con
tain large one-phonofl ( ;. =2, 3, ••• ) components and have no large tvю
phonon components. Vlithi:q. the microscopic approach in IB!II account is 
taken only of the small part of two-quasiparticle states contained 
in the 1- and /' -vibrational phonons. In QPNM the structure of the 
above states is defined Ьу another set of tvю-quasiparticle states 
absent in· rвr.:. Vihat of these two descriptions is more correct, can Ье 
verified Ьу experimental data on the structure of the above states 
obtained mainly from the one- and two-nucleon transfer reactions. 
Experimental data for 16Ввr and 158 •156Gd/7, 13-161 and results calcu
lated in QPNМ/6 • 17/ for 168r;r and 158Gd are presented in the ТаЬlе • 
There are also reported the availaЬle data showing the value of one
phonon components and their structure. For 16~r and 158 • 156Gd the 
energy and structure of t- and_p -vibrational states are well des
cribed Ьу QPNК and are not listed in the ТаЬlе. 

Experimentally, 168r;r is most t~oroughly studied/ 131. Rotational 
bands based on states К,... =·о~, О~ and 2; get much excited in the (tp) 

169 .. 1tsR... . + reaction. The :Jrn (t~) ""Ъr data show that о4 1.834 MeV state has 
the large two-quasiparticle configuration { рр411# -411t. This · 
means that the wave functions of these states have large one-phonon 
components. The state Kw =4~ 2.056 MeV decays into the band with Кт= 
=4-, 1.094 MeV and according to/7/ has no large two-phonon (221,221) 
components. The wave functions calculated in QPNЪ!/ 6 ' 17 1 and listed 
in the ТаЬlе for states of 1"6Sr;r have large one-phonon 'components, 
whereas the above states calculated in rвм1 11 • 121 consist of two and 
three bosons, i.e.,they possess large components h, =2, n,a =2,ny=1 and 
~=1, etc.,and have no one-phonon components. 



ТаЬlе . 
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Structure of some states of deformed nuclei 
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exper imen_t7 ' 13-16 QPNМ calculation6 ' 17 
ь ~ 

ме'V str ucture :МеV structure 

1. 422 (tp ) 10% of ground 
s tate 

1. 834 (tp) 2 ,4% of gr ound 
sta te 

(t~) рр411+ -411.lar ge 
1. 840 (tp) 60% of 2+ 

ground state 

1.930 

2.056 no large t wo-phonon 
component 

1.452 В ( Е2)=19е2ь2 

(pt) 23% of gr.st. 

1.6 

1.9 

1.7 

1.9 

1.8 

1.8 

1.743 (ta.) pp411l-411flarge 2.0 

1.380 (t~) pp411t +413flarge 1.5 

1. 920 ( dp ) nn521.+523tlarge 1.7 

1.1 68 В (Е2)=15е2ь2 

excited in ( dp) and (dt) 
reactions 

1.715 excited in (dt) reaction 

1. 828 

1.510 pp411f+413t large 

1.861 (dt) nn521t +523t large 

202 93% * 
202: nn521+ -521+ 6% 
203 96% 
203: pp411t -411t 30% 

222 98% 
222: nn512t - 521t 90% 
223 9~% 

441 8З% !221,221i 1% 

202 96% 
202: nn52H -52Н 69% 
203 37%; 205 51% 
203: рр411. -411. 45% 
441 96% 
441: рр411~ +413+95% 
442 92% 
442: 5214 +5231 90% 

* The phonon is denoted Ьу 1t" , its contribution to the wave
function normalization is given in %, neutron nn and proton рр compo-

• nents are represented Ъу asymptotic quantum numbers N 1\2 .11 ( +- for к = 
=Л +1/2, t for К =Л -1/2). 
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In both the isotopes 158Gd and 156Gd there were experimentally 
observed three bands constructed on excited Кт =О+ states, and in 

both ;he nuclei states 2+02 and 2+03 have large Б(E2)-values for tran
sitions into the ground вtates. According to the IВМ calculations 
/15,1 6/ only one of the stateв, either 2+02 or 2+0

3
, has the large 

' + + B(E2)-value, but not both simultaneously. For о3 and о4 states expe-
riment gives large one-phonon components. The two-quasipa~ticle con
figuration рр411+ -41 Н in О 4 of 158Gd iв clearly вееn in the ( t <L ) 

reaction. States Kv =4~ and 4~ in both the nuclei posseвs large two
quasiparti cle components pp411t +413+ and nn521t +523+, respectively. 

' ,.. + + + + + ' From t he experLmental data on вtаtев К =03, о4 , 22 , 41 and 42 
presented in the ТаЬlе it is clear that their wave functions contain 
large one-phonon or two-quasiparticle components which are qualitati
vely well described Ьу QPNМ and are not reproduced Ъу IБМ . States of 
t his type are also observed in other nuclei, e.g., i n УЬ and Hf iso
topes. The same concerns Kv =3+ and other states. The agreement of 
the IBM calculations with experimental data on energies and B(E2)
values is not sufficient: the structure of states should Ъе described 
correctl y. The states wi th large one-phonon components (except О~, 2~ 
and 4~, with the g-Ъoson being included) are to Ъе removed from the 
IBM calculations. The main defect of IBM, the consideration of а small 
part of the space of two-quasiparticle states , cannot Ъе eliminated 
Ьу an optimal choice of parameters. Note that in the spherical nuclei 
states of the above considered type are higher than the two-phonon 
states, and the contradictions mentioned have not yet been observed 
there. 

А further study of the structure cf even-even deformed nuc~ei 
requires experimental measurements of the contribution of t wo-quasi
particle comppnents to t he wave functionв of rotational Ъands cons-

1Г + + + tructed on К =03, ••• , 22 ••• , 31 , ••• , 41 ••• , and other states at ener-
gies 1.5-2.5 MeV and search for two-phonon collective states. 

\ 
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О структуре неротационных состояний 

деформированных идер 
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Согласно экспериментапьншt ДаННЬDt ВОJIНовые фуюtции рида 
к". о~. о:, 2*, 2;, 4t, 4; состояний в деформированных ядрах 
имеют болъшие однофононные н.пн двухквазнчасТНЧН~о~е компоненты, 

что качественно согласуется с квазнчастнчно-фононной модепью 
RдРа н противоречит модепн взаимодействующих бозонов. 

Работа выпопнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики оияи. 
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